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ABSTRACT
Researchers now have the benefit of an unprecedented suite of space- and ground-based sensors that provide
multidimensional and multiparameter precipitation information. Motivated by NASA’s Global Precipitation
Measurement (GPM) mission and ground validation objectives, the System for Integrating Multiplatform Data
to Build the Atmospheric Column (SIMBA) has been developed as a unique multisensor precipitation data
fusion tool to unify field observations recorded in a variety of formats and coordinate systems into a common
reference frame. Through platform-specific modules, SIMBA processes data from native coordinates and resolutions only to the extent required to set them into a user-defined three-dimensional grid. At present, the
system supports several ground-based scanning research radars, NWS NEXRAD radars, profiling Micro Rain
Radars (MRRs), multiple disdrometers and rain gauges, soundings, the GPM Microwave Imager and DualFrequency Precipitation Radar on board the Core Observatory satellite, and Multi-Radar Multi-Sensor system
quantitative precipitation estimates. SIMBA generates a new atmospheric column data product that contains a
concomitant set of all available data from the supported platforms within the user-specified grid defining the column
area in the versatile netCDF format. Key parameters for each data source are preserved as attributes. SIMBA
provides a streamlined framework for initial research tasks, facilitating more efficient precipitation science. We
demonstrate the utility of SIMBA for investigations, such as assessing spatial precipitation variability at subpixel
scales and appraising satellite sensor algorithm representation of vertical precipitation structure for GPM Core
Observatory overpass cases collected in the NASA Wallops Precipitation Science Research Facility and the GPM
Olympic Mountain Experiment (OLYMPEX) ground validation field campaign in Washington State.

1. Introduction
NASA’s Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM)
mission aims to advance understanding of Earth’s water
Supplemental information related to this paper is available at the
Journals Online website: https://doi.org/10.1175/JTECH-D-17-0187.s1.
Corresponding author: Dr. Stephanie M. Wingo, stephanie.m.wingo@
nasa.gov

and energy cycles and has a broader goal of improving
prediction capability for high-impact weather and climate
events in order to benefit society (Hou et al. 2014;
Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2017). Recent decades have
seen tremendous precipitation science advancement,
and there is now an unprecedented suite of space- and
ground-based precipitation sensors in use around the
world. Despite these advances, there remain impediments to a complete understanding of precipitation processes in a variety of climatic, topographic, and system
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regimes (e.g., Medina et al. 2005; Hirpa et al. 2010; Kulie
et al. 2010; Medina and Houze 2015; Tan et al. 2016). In
addition to addressing outstanding science questions, GPM
includes a ground validation (GV) component focused on
direct statistical and physical validation of satellite precipitation observations. These objectives, especially those
associated with GPM physical validation, motivated a
series of GPM GV field campaigns collecting targeted observations of precipitation with a vast array of instruments
in a variety of regimes (e.g., Jensen et al. 2016; SkofronickJackson et al. 2015; Chen and Chandrasekar 2015; Petersen
et al. 2016; Houze et al. 2017).
Answering GPM’s validation and science challenges
requires multisensor datasets that leverage benefits and
mitigate concerns inherent to specific observing platforms.
These data must be combined to ‘‘build’’ a view of the
atmospheric column in order to characterize precipitation
structure and variability and to elucidate details about the
processes governing the type and amount of precipitation
reaching the ground in a range of environments. Multisensor datasets have been identified as key for satellite
validation (e.g., Chandrasekar et al. 2008). The GPM GV
Validation Network (VN) routinely generates beammatched products for space- and ground-based radar
comparisons (Schwaller and Morris 2011). The MultiRadar Multi-Sensor system (MRMS; Zhang et al. 2016)
produces gridded quantitative precipitation estimation
(QPE) products for the conterminous United States
(CONUS) and southern Canada based on inputs from
satellite, ground-based radars, rain gauge networks, and
model analyses. As such, MRMS products have been used
for validating satellite-based precipitation estimates (e.g.,
Kirstetter et al. 2012; Tan et al. 2016). Several recent studies
have used various combinations of ground-based radars,
space-based sensors, and surface-based disdrometers to
study precipitation and processes (e.g., Gourley et al. 2010;
Kim et al. 2014; Bringi et al. 2015; Thurai et al. 2017). While
all of these works employ multisensor datasets, the means
by which they do so varies.
Working with diverse datasets often requires tedious
initial effort, as observations are recorded in multiple
formats and coordinate systems, and at varying resolutions. It has become commonplace in the precipitation,
radar, and satellite communities for individual researchers
or teams to develop disparate practices and/or codes to
perform nearly identical initial steps for research tasks,
such as interpolating or resampling values to a Cartesian
grid (e.g., Testud and Chong 1983; Mohr et al. 1986; Oye
et al. 1995; Collis et al. 2010). The System for Integrating
Multiplatform Data to Build the Atmospheric Column
(SIMBA) provides researchers a streamlined tool to fuse
multiplatform precipitation observations to a user-defined
common 3D Cartesian grid, which readily facilitates
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scientific analyses. SIMBA approaches this task with a
collection of platform-specific modules and writes concomitant data from all supported sensors (Table 1) to a
single file. This SIMBA atmospheric column data product
contains all of the available data fields set into the userdefined 3D grid as well as key parameters for each platform preserved from the native files.
This paper documents the initial development of the
SIMBA data fusion framework as a tool aimed at
making more efficient precipitation research possible.
Section 2 provides an overview of SIMBA, including
supported platforms, system dependencies, and the
output atmospheric column data file format. Subsequent sections present examples of initial SIMBA
application to GPM Core Observatory satellite overpass cases at two locations: a multisensor radar, disdrometer, and gauge network within NASA Wallops
Flight Facility’s Precipitation Science Research Facility (WPRF; Wolff et al. 2015); and the GPM Olympic
Mountain Experiment (OLYMPEX) GV field campaign (Petersen et al. 2016; Houze et al. 2017). The final
section provides a summary and briefly notes ongoing
SIMBA improvements.

2. System overview
The SIMBA framework is a packaged library of Interactive
Data Language (IDL; http://www.harrisgeospatial.com)
code consisting of platform-specific modules, functions, and procedures that work together to generate the
atmospheric column data product. SIMBA unifies what
are often cumbersome first steps in precipitation research:
gathering data from diverse instrumentation and handling
multiple data formats and coordinate systems to synthesize observations into a common 3D context. By streamlining these steps into a single tool, SIMBA provides an
efficient starting point for an array of projects, including
precipitation process studies, evaluations of variabilities
within a spaceborne sensor’s field of view, and assessments
of retrieval algorithm assumptions. Figure 1 shows a
schematic overview of the system, and Table 1 provides an
overview of the instrument platforms and data products
currently supported in SIMBA. These sensors include
ground-based scanning and profiling radars; surface-based
disdrometers and rain gauges, thermodynamic soundings;
the GPM Microwave Imager (GMI) and Dual-Frequency
Precipitation Radar (DPR) on board the Core Observatory satellite; and QPE from MRMS, which provides
multisensor NEXRAD-centric estimates of precipitation
across CONUS (Zhang et al. 2016).
A key feature of the system is its flexibility: SIMBA
can be applied to any location, allowing the user to define the column grid center point, total vertical and
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TABLE 1. Overview of sensors and data fields included in the SIMBA data fusion framework. Fields available in these PPS products are
described by the algorithm theoretical basis documents (ATBDs) for each product (e.g., GSFC 2017a,b; Iguchi et al. 2017); also see
main text.
Sensor
GMI
DPR
NPOL
NEXRAD
D3R
DOW
MRR
2DVD
Parsivel
Pluvio
Tipping buckets
MRMS (Zhang et al. 2016)
Radiosondes

Type/description

Data products/fields supported in SIMBA

Conically scanning passive microwave radiometer
(13 channels, 10–183 GHz)
Electronically scanning radar (Ka band,
13.6 GHz; Ku band, 35.5 GHz)
Research S-band polarimetric Doppler radar
(stationary and field deployable)
Operational S-band polarimetric Doppler radar
network (stationary sites)
Research Ka-/Ku-band polarimetric Doppler
radar (field deployable)
Research X-band polarimetric Doppler radar
(field deployable)
Vertically pointing K-band profiling radar
Surface, dual-direction optical disdrometer
Surface, single-direction optical disdrometer
Surface, weighing rain gauge
Surface, catchment rain gauge
0.018 3 0.018 gridded QPE product derived from
CONUS radars and rain gauge data
Vaisala RS92 and Sippican Mark II sondes
(OLYMPEX campaign)

horizontal extent, and spacing. Each platform-specific
module sets the available data into the user-defined grid,
and the system writes the new atmospheric column data
file in netCDF format (Unidata 2016). Distinguishing
properties of each native dataset (including exact platform locations, operation modes, and algorithm versions) are maintained as attributes. Table 2 lists the
sensor/data parameters preserved for each supported
platform. This affords the simplicity of a single-file
starting point for a wide variety of investigations. Extensive resources for reading netCDF files are widely
available within the most prevalent coding tools used
in the precipitation research community, including
IDL and Python. The following subsections detail
SIMBA’s components, dependencies, and the structure
of SIMBA’s output.

a. Platform-specific modules
To accommodate differing native input formats and to
maintain data attributes for each platform, separate
SIMBA modules handle data from each sensor in Table 1.
Input to each module includes the data file and parameters
of the user-defined SIMBA column grid. Modules process
observations only to the extent required to set the data into
the column grid and to return gridded, interpolated, and/
or a subset of values (depending on the instrument type/
original data resolution) to the main SIMBA procedure.

L1C and 2AGPROF GMI PPS product fields
2ADPR PPS product fields
Z, Zcor, Vr, SW, Zdr, fdp, rhv, Kdp, D0, DM, NW,
RR, HID
Z, Zcor, Vr, SW, Zdr, fdp, rhv, Kdp, D0, DM, NW,
RR, HID
Ka: Z, Vr, SW, Zdr, fdp, rhv
Ku: Z, Zcor, Vr, SW, Zdr, fdp, rhv, Kdp
Z, Zcor, Vr, SW, Zdr, fdp, rhv, Kdp
Z, Zcor, W, two-way PIA, LWC, RR, DM, NW
DSD, RR, LWC, Rayleigh scattering Z
DSD, RR, LWC, Rayleigh scattering Z
Precipitation rate
Rain rate
Precipitation rate, precipitation type category,
radar quality index
Temperature, dewpoint, wind speed, and wind
direction profiles; CAPE; CIN; precipitable
water; LCL; LFC; and EL levels

The modular philosophy of SIMBA is intended to
support a convenient approach to continued and future
development, even allowing users to create additional
modules for new platforms. While the examples in sections
3 and 4 are within the United States, the system’s architecture permits the use of currently supported sensors
when deployed at non-U.S. locations [e.g., as part of the
GPM Cold Season Precipitation Experiment (GCPEx)
field campaign; Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2015] and the
addition of ground-based platform modules, noted in more
detail below.
Input for the NASA polarimetric radar (NPOL) and
NWS NEXRAD/WSR-88D are in Universal Format
(UF; Barnes 1980), having undergone GPM GV dualpolarimetric quality control processing (Marks et al.
2011; Pippitt et al. 2013; Pippitt et al. 2015) at Goddard
Space Flight Center. This processing includes empirically based retrieval of the raindrop size distribution
(DSD) mass-weighted mean diameter and the normalized intercept parameter (Pippitt et al. 2015; Petersen
et al. 2017), computation of rain rates (RR) following
three leading algorithms (Cifelli et al. 2002; Bringi et al.
2004; Chen et al. 2017), and hydrometeor classification
(following Dolan et al. 2013). SIMBA allows input of
data from multiple NEXRAD radars at the same time,
and all NEXRAD in the GPM GV VN are supported.
The NASA Dual-Frequency, Dual-Polarized Doppler
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FIG. 1. Schematic example of a SIMBA column grid placed in an intensively sampled region and flowchart
depicting the process of generating atmospheric column data files. The SIMBA framework enables more efficient
precipitation science by fusing targeted GPM GV observations from several instruments to a common 3D grid.

Radar (D3R), designed specifically with the GPM DPR
and GPM mission science in mind (Vega et al. 2014),
currently operates routinely within the NASA WPRF
and was successfully deployed in many of the GPM GV

field campaigns (e.g., Chen and Chandrasekar 2015;
Chandrasekar et al. 2016). Input D3R files are in
netCDF format (single sweep per file) and have gone
through a basic level of quality control at Colorado State
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TABLE 2. Preserved attributes, by data platform/type, included in the atmospheric column data file.

Platforms and Attribute Names

Description

Ground-based radars: NPOL, NEXRAD, D3R,
DOW, MRR
latitude
longitude
elevation
operation_mode
wavelength
frequency
beam_width
gate_size
timestamp
offset_vs_main

Radar site latitude
Radar site longitude
Radar site elevation (MSL)
Radar scan mode (PPI, RHI, MRR)
Radar wavelength (m)
Radar frequency (GHz)
Radar half-power beamwidth (8)
Radar gate size (m)
Time stamp for start of the radar volume/input file
Offset (s) of time stamp relative to the main platform time stamp

Ground-based disdrometers: 2DVD, Parsivel
latitude
longitude
operation_mode
timestamp
offset_vs_main

Disdrometer site latitude
Disdrometer site longitude
Disdrometer type
Time stamp of disdrometer observations
Offset (s) of time stamp relative to the main platform time stamp

Ground-based gauges: Pluvio, tipping buckets
latitude
longitude
operation_mode
timestamp
offset_vs_main

Gauge site latitude
Gauge site longitude
Gauge type
Time stamp of gauge observations
Offset (s) of time stamp relative to the main platform time stamp

Satellite-based sensors: GMI, DPR
file_type
frequency
algorithm_name
orbit_number
data_version
timestamp
offset_vs_main
timestamp_cntr

PPS product data type (e.g., 2A-CS, 1C)
Channels/bands used (GHz)
PPS product algorithm (e.g., GPROF2017v1)
PPS product orbit number (e.g., 010019)
PPS product data version number (e.g., V05A)
Time stamp of pixel containing the main platform location
Offset (s) of time stamp relative to the main platform time stamp
Time stamp of pixel containing column grid center

MRMS: 0.018 3 0.018 QPE
timestamp
offset_vs_main

Time stamp of the MRMS QPE product
Offset (s) of time stamp relative to the main platform time stamp

Radiosondes: Level 4 data
launch_[latitude], [longitude], [elevation]
sonde_[latitude], [longitude], [altitude]
launch_timestamp
offset_vs_main

University, including attenuation correction and computation of specific differential phase (Kdp) at Ku band
(R. Beauchamp and V. Chandrasekar 2016, personal
communication). Each of these scanning radars are
available in the WPRF sampling domain, which was the
initial target domain for SIMBA. An additional groundbased scanning radar module supports observations from
the National Science Foundation’s dual-polarimetric
Doppler On Wheels (DOW; Wurman et al. 1997), an
X-band radar deployed in OLYMPEX. Input DOW
data are in netCDF format (single volume per file)

Launch site latitude, longitude, and elevation
Sonde sensor latitude, longitude, and altitude at each original
sounding vertical level
Time stamp of sounding observations (sonde launch time)
Offset (s) of time stamp relative to the main platform time stamp

and have undergone an initial filtering, correction of a
known differential reflectivity offset, and the computation of the specific differential phase (Petersen et al.
2018). Available fields for each of these radars are noted
in Table 1.
Ground-based scanning radar observations are set into
the SIMBA column grid through the use of NCAR’s
Radx software (http://www.eol.ucar.edu/software/radx).
For each available ground radar data volume, SIMBA
generates a Radx2Grid instruction file using NCAR’s
Table-Driven Runtime Parameter (TDPR) convention
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TABLE 3. Summary of gridding parameters used for ground-based scanning radars.

Radar type
NPOL
NEXRAD
D3R
DOW

Grid center and
spacing
User-defined SIMBA
column grid center
location, and horizontal
and vertical grid spacing

Full grid extent (km)
Horizontal: 6100
Vertical: 15
Horizontal: 6100
Vertical: 15
Horizontal: 640
Vertical: 15
Horizontal: 660
Vertical: 15

(http://www.ral.ucar.edu/projects/titan/docs/tdrp/). Specific gridding parameters used for each ground radar and
scan type are summarized in Table 3. SIMBA modules
for each type of ground-based scanning radar execute
Radx to grid the radar volume to a full grid with an
identical center location and horizontal and vertical grid
spacing as the SIMBA column grid. Total vertical extent
of the full grid is set to 15 km, and total horizontal extent
is based on the maximum range of the radar. For GPM
GV quality-controlled data (NPOL and NEXRAD), the
discrete hydrometeor identification (ID) values (HID in
Table 1) are set into the new grid via a nearest neighbor
approach. Data fields for each ground-based scanning
radar are presently set within respective modules (following the lists in Table 1); a future version may permit a
user-specified subset of fields to be gridded and included
in the output column file. The subset of data within the
user-defined column grid is then extracted from the full
grid Radx output. SIMBA currently does not adjust
multiple input radar frequencies to a common reference,
though this is planned for future inclusion, and other than
the quality control processing mentioned above, SIMBA
does not apply further corrections to the ground-based
scanning radar data.
In addition to the ground-based scanning radars, the
WPRF includes several NASA-owned vertically profiling Micro Rain Radars (MRRs), which are also
deployed in numerous GPM GV campaigns. Peters et al.
(2005) provide details on the MRR instrument, and we
note that these sensors have been used in a variety of
precipitation studies, for example, multiradar consistency and rainfall–reflectivity (Z–R) relationships
(Tokay et al. 2009), DSD characteristics (Harikumar
et al. 2012; Adirosi et al. 2016), spatial rainfall variability
(Chen et al. 2015), and lake-effect snowfall (Minder
et al. 2015). SIMBA input MRR data have been processed
by vendor-provided (METEK) software and include
averages of moments and parameters computed from
several spectra; the NASA MRRs generally use a 60-s

Select Radx TDRP gridding
parameters
interp_mode: INTERP_
MODE_CART
min_valid_for_interp: 3
use_fixed_angle_for_
interpolation: FALSE
beam_width_fraction_ for_
data_limit_extension:
generally 0.5 (1.0) for PPI
(RHI)

Gridding step input/output
format
UF/netCDF
UF/netCDF
netCDF/netCDF
netCDF/netCDF

averaging interval (M. Wingo 2017, personal communication). The MRR module computes profiles of the
mass-weighted mean diameter (DM) and the normalized
intercept parameter (NW) for a normalized gamma drop
size distribution, following Testud et al. (2001). Profiles
are then resampled from the native MRR vertical resolution to match the vertical levels in the SIMBA column grid. Provided the original MRR unit location is
within the horizontal bounds of the user-specified column grid, resultant profiles for each MRR field noted in
Table 1 are placed at the horizontal column grid location
nearest to the unit location. The original MRR unit location and the radar gate size are preserved in the column file attributes. As with NEXRAD, SIMBA allows
the input of data from multiple MRR units at the same
time, helpful when several MRR instruments are
deployed within a local study area.
SIMBA also takes in observations collected with a
variety of disdrometers and rain gauges. Input files for
2D video disdrometers (2DVDs), laser optical Particle Size and Velocity (Parsivel) disdrometers, Pluvio
weighing rain gauges, and traditional tipping-bucket
gauges have undergone quality control processing at
Goddard Space Flight Center using previously documented
methods (Tokay et al. 2001; Wang et al. 2008; Tokay et al.
2013) and contain fields as indicated by Table 1. These
quality-controlled data, available at a 1-min interval, are
used as SIMBA input (no further direct processing is applied to the disdrometer or gauge data). Presently, SIMBA
includes disdrometer and gauge data at only the 1-min time
stamp matching the main platform time stamp (described
below) in the new column file; a forthcoming version will
also include values over a user-specified time interval relative to the main platform time stamp. Separate SIMBA
modules for each disdrometer and gauge type read the
data, identify platform locations, and set the available
values to the nearest horizontal column grid location. Data
from multiple disdrometer and rain gauge units can be input simultaneously. The original exact locations of each
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unit are preserved as attributes in the new atmospheric
column data file.
Data from the GPM Core Observatory’s GMI and DPR
are processed and made available by NASA’s Precipitation
Processing System (PPS; http://pps.gsfc.nasa.gov). SIMBA
input for space-based GPM observations are Hierarchical
Data Format, Release 5 (HDF5), format PPS products.
Modules for each GPM product noted in Table 1 locate the
pixel(s) containing SIMBA column grid points within the
swath data. For each SIMBA column grid point, the pixel
values at that location are assigned to the new column grid
data structure. No horizontal interpolation or smoothing of
the pixel values is done in SIMBA. This provides a better
evaluation of subpixel-scale variabilities revealed by the
gridded ground-based and finer-spatial-resolution data
against the results of the various satellite product algorithms. At present, Level 1C (L1C) calibrated GMI
(GSFC 2017a), Level 2A GPROF (L2AGPROF) GMI
(Kummerow et al. 2015; GSFC 2017b), and Level 2A DPR
(L2ADPR; Iguchi et al. 2017) products in data versions
04A and 05A are supported. The L1C module returns the
calibrated brightness temperatures at each GMI channel
and the incidence and sun-glint angles. The GPROF GMI
module returns fields that have been derived from an
analysis of the L1C data by the GPROF algorithm, including surface precipitation rate and total precipitable
water, as well as rain, cloud, and ice water paths. Depending
on the PPS data version, GPROF fields representing liquid
or frozen and convective precipitation at the surface are
also available in the PPS product and are included in the
SIMBA output. The 2ADPR data include radar reflectivity,
rain rate, attenuation components, brightband characteristics, total precipitable water, and derived DSD parameters within the Ku-band [normal scans (NS)] and
Ka-band [high sensitivity scans (HS)] scan swaths, with
vertical resolutions of 125 and 250 m, respectively. Most
of these fields are also available in the 125-m verticalresolution-matched Ku-/Ka-band [matched scans (MS)]
scan swath. No values below the height of the DPR’s
lowest clutter-free bin are included in SIMBA. Continued module development is underway for additional
PPS GPM products, including the combined Level 2B
GMI and DPR precipitation retrievals (L2BCMB;
Grecu et al. 2016; Olson et al. 2016) as well as the L1C
common intercalibrated brightness temperatures and
2AGPROF retrievals from the GPM constellation
partner sensors.
Thermodynamic soundings are also supported in
SIMBA. Written to include soundings collected in the
OLYMPEX campaign (section 4), this module presently
reads in sounding data that have undergone both objective quality control and a visual inspection and have
been set to a uniform vertical resolution (5 hPa),

following the procedure described by Ciesielski et al.
(2012). While multiple types of sondes were used in
OLYMPEX, these Level 4 sounding data ensure a
consistent input format for all launch sites; the sondes
module performs no other quality control on these input
data. Profiles of temperature, dewpoint, and wind speed
and direction for the sounding nearest to the main
platform time stamp (see below) are resampled to match
the column grid’s vertical spacing. Derived parameters,
such as the lifting condensation level, convective available potential energy (CAPE), and precipitable water,
are typically also available in the Level 4 sounding data
and are included in the new column file (Table 1).
Sounding profiles are placed at the horizontal column
grid location nearest to the sounding launch site location. Attributes maintained in the SIMBA output are
noted in Table 2 and include the exact location of the
sonde launch site, launch time, and the original sonde
position information (latitude, longitude, and altitude of
the sensor for each original observation level). The use
of a 3D interpolation scheme is being explored so that
horizontal sonde motion during balloon ascent will be
better accounted for in a forthcoming version of
this module.
In addition to the aforementioned data platforms,
SIMBA also includes a module for MRMS QPE products. If there are GPM DPR data in the column, then the
MRMS time nearest to the DPR time (timestamp_cntr
in Table 2) is identified (if the GPM DPR is not available, then the main platform time stamp, described below, is used). Spatially, SIMBA locates the 0.018 3 0.018
MRMS points nearest to each of the column grid points
and extracts values for surface precipitation, precipitation type, the MRMS radar quality index, and the ratio
of hourly rain gauge–adjusted precipitation rates to
hourly radar-only precipitation rates (when available).
It is presently assumed that the user-defined horizontal
column grid spacing will be on the order of 0.5–1.0 km,
and MRMS values are assigned directly to the column
grid points.

b. Additional SIMBA components
Along with the suite of platform-specific modules,
additional SIMBA functions and procedures handle a
host of other tasks. Execution of the system begins in the
main SIMBA procedure; this includes user definition of
the column grid by setting the location for the grid
center, total horizontal and vertical extent, and the
horizontal and vertical column grid spacing. While such
flexibility is a key aspect of SIMBA, it requires user
mindfulness, principally for defining the column grid
spacing in a reasonable way based on input datasets
(e.g., setting a horizontal grid spacing significantly
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smaller than the gate size of the ground-based scanning
radars would not be a wise practice). Generally, we
recommend SIMBA column grid spacing be set to at
least 500 m in the horizontal and at least 250 m in the
vertical planes, and we note that for some applications
larger grid spacing on the order of 1 km may be more
relevant (e.g., comparisons of ground-based radar and
satelliteborne passive and active microwave observations at the pixel scale or evaluating numerical model
output). Since a primary motivator for SIMBA development pertains to subfootprint-scale variabilities, the
column grid total horizontal extent is typically set at 5,
10, 15, or 20 km (corresponding to the approximate size
of GPM DPR and GMI pixels). However, the system
can support larger column grids (as might be used, following the previous examples, for pixel-scale evaluations and/or numerical model output assessment). Prior
to the ground-based scanning radar module gridding the
data from each radar, a SIMBA function creates the
Radx2Grid TDRP instruction file based on the radar
type, user-defined column grid parameters, and scan
mode (Table 3).
Attribute functions parse key parameters from data
files and/or their headers to preserve this information in
the new column file. Table 2 lists the attributes maintained for each platform. Regardless of platform type,
original data time stamps and site location (for the
ground-based instruments) are kept in these attributes.
Additional sensor-specific parameters are included,
particularly for spaceborne instruments and groundbased radars.
While all values written to SIMBA’s atmospheric column data files are spatially coincident, this is not always
the case temporally. Differences in observation times
arise primarily as a result of the very rapid movement of
satellite-based sensors and challenges in exactly syncing
ground-based radar scan times. To handle this, SIMBA
input files are chosen to be as closely matched in time as
possible, and the framework takes great care to preserve
observation time offset information. Prior to SIMBA
execution, in addition to the column grid parameters
(center location, spacing, and total extent), the user must
select a ‘‘main’’ platform. At present, the main platform
must be a ground-based radar. SIMBA uses the time
stamp of the main platform’s input data file as the time
stamp of the output atmospheric column file. Offset
values (recorded as number of seconds) relative to the
main platform time stamp are maintained as attributes for
every platform. For satellite-based sensors, the scan time
of the pixel containing the main platform location is used.
An additional time stamp attribute is also included for
spaceborne sensors: the scan time of the pixel containing
the SIMBA column grid center point.
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After SIMBA has identified the data attributes for
each platform and set available observations to the userdefined column grid, SIMBA’s writing procedure creates the new netCDF atmospheric column data file.
Once SIMBA has been executed and this file exists, an
additional utility can be invoked to create an inventory
list and a simple map image showing the location of the
column grid box and available platforms (examples from
the first case study below are included in the supplemental material).

c. Dependencies
The SIMBA precipitation data fusion software
architecture is maintained at Marshall Space Flight
Center. SIMBA is written in IDL and utilizes additional
tools common in the radar and satellite communities.
The packaged library of SIMBA code is freely available
from NASA, though executing the system requires an
IDL license. With its GV motivation, SIMBA was conceived in part to serve as a complimentary system to the
GPM GV VN, which also relies on IDL. Once generated, the SIMBA atmospheric column data file can be
used in any setting supporting netCDF files. In the spirit
of Heistermann et al. (2015), the conversion of SIMBA
to a more open environment [i.e., Python and/or GNU
Data Language (GDL)] is being considered for the future, with primary porting concerns centered on utility
libraries (see below) and full GDL–IDL compatibility.
The Radar Software Library in IDL (RSL in IDL;
Wolff and Kelley 2009) is a set of freely provided utilities
originally developed in C for working with NASA
TRMM GV radar data (https://trmm-fc.gsfc.nasa.gov/
trmm_gv/software/rsl_in_idl/RSL_in_IDL.html). SIMBA
uses RSL in IDL to extract radar specifications and scan
parameters for preservation as attributes. As mentioned in
section 2a, gridding of ground-based scanning radar data to
Cartesian coordinates is done via NCAR’s Radx software
(http://www.eol.ucar.edu/software/radx). An additional
library, initially written for use in the GPM GV VN, is
used for reading in the GPM PPS satellite products;
components of this library used by SIMBA are provided
in the SIMBA package.

d. SIMBA output: An atmospheric column data
product
SIMBA generates a new atmospheric column data
product. This netCDF file includes all available data
from the SIMBA-support platforms (Table 1) set into
a common user-specified 3D grid defining the atmospheric column. SIMBA does not create new data fields
computed from the various data sources but rather
provides a spatially concomitant set of multiplatform
observational fields throughout the user-defined column
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FIG. 2. Overview of 21 May 2015 WPRF GPM overpass case. (a) Regional view of GPM GMI (red) and DPR
(green) swath lines over NPOL (red cross; 75- and 150-km range rings in blue). (b) Map showing placement of
SIMBA column grid over WPRF’s collection of rain gauges (crosses) near Pocomoke City with 1.28 NPOL reflectivity at 2205 UTC. Paths of nadir and northeastmost row of GPM DPR Ka-band scans (black lines).

grid. In this way, SIMBA is a unique precipitation data
fusion tool. If data from a supported platform are not
available, then no fields for that sensor (right column in
Table 1) are included in the SIMBA output file and attributes will indicate the platform is unavailable. Table 1
lists all platforms presently supported in SIMBA, and
continuing work to support additional sensors and
products is ongoing. Platform-specific parameters are
preserved as attributes in the SIMBA output file (Table 2).
An example SIMBA atmospheric column file is provided in the supplemental material and is used in the first
example case study below.

e. Supporting additional platforms
New modules can be added to SIMBA to incorporate
observations from other platforms or datasets not currently supported, provided the data structure format used
within the system is followed. Documentation files included with the system detail each SIMBA component and
module as well as the data structures used in generating the
new column file. Adding support for an additional groundbased scanning radar, for example, would require these
basic steps: Retrieval of the platform attributes from the
new input data will be added to the attribute setting
function. Specifications for gridding the new radar data via
Radx will be added to the TDRP generation procedure. A
new module will be created to set the data into the column
grid data structure, following the form of existing modules

and the data structure detailed in the SIMBA documentation. Finally, the column file writing procedure
will be amended to include values from the newly added
data structure in the output column file. This process can
be modified as appropriate for other platform types
(e.g., if not a ground-based scanning radar, the TDRP
generation procedure does not need modification).

3. Demonstration of SIMBA for analysis of an
event observed at the NASA WPRF
On 21 May 2015, widespread precipitation occurred
over the WPRF region as a developing surface low traversed eastern North Carolina and approached the
southern tip of the Delmarva Peninsula. Figure 2a shows
the path of the GPM Core Observatory as it made a
descending pass over the area, making its closest approach to the Newark, Maryland, NPOL site at about
2203 UTC. Figure 2b gives the 1.28 elevation PPI scan of
NPOL equivalent reflectivity factor (Ze) near this time.
WPRF maintains a 5 km 3 5 km array of tipping-bucket
rain gauge pairs near Pocomoke City, Maryland, centered roughly 18.5 km northwest of Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) or about 30 km southwest of NPOL (shown
as crosses in Fig. 2b). The approximately 5-km resolution of the GPM DPR (Hou et al. 2014) served as a
motivator for the 5 km 3 5 km design of the Pocomoke
instrument array. For this example, we will focus on
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TABLE 4. Platforms available in the 2205 UTC SIMBA atmospheric column file for the 21 May 2015 WPRF case. For the GMI and
DPR, M (C) indicates the time stamp of the pixel containing the main platform (column grid center location). Because the WFF 2DVDs
and MRR observations are not located in the example column grid (Pocomoke gauge network area; see Fig. 2b), SIMBA does not include
these platforms in the atmospheric column data file, and they are not listed in the table. Figure 3 is generated from only this atmospheric
column file. VCP: volume coverage pattern.
21 May 2015 WPRF 2205 SIMBA column file
Centered on: Pocomoke gauge network
Total extent, spacing: 10 km 3 10 km 3 5 km, 500 m

Platform

Location

Time stamp

Offset relative to main
platform (NPOL) time
stamp (s)

NPOL
D3R
KDOX
KAKQ
Parsivel
Rain gauge
GMI

Newark, MD
WFF
Dover, DE
Wakefield, VA
WFF, Pocomoke Array
WFF, Pocomoke Array
GPM Core Observatory

DPR

GPM Core Observatory

MRMS

CONUS

220534
220659
220400
220318
2205
2205
220349 (M)
220351 (C)
220242 (M)
220243 (C)
220200

0
85
294
2136
0a
0a
2105
2103
2172
2171
2214

a

Description
3-tilt PPI scan
8-tilt PPI scan
VCP 21 PPI scan
VCP 12 PPI scan
1 unit
15 pairs of units
V05A, L1C, and L2AGPROF
V05A, L2ADPR
0.018 3 0.018 gridded

Input data are at 1-min intervals.

precipitation rate variability at the subpixel scale from
the GPM DPR, NPOL, and WPRF’s Pocomoke rain
gauge array. A SIMBA column grid is centered over the
gauge array, set to extend 10 km 3 10 km 3 5 km in the
horizontal and vertical with a spacing of 500 m in all
directions. The 10-km horizontal extent is chosen so the
output column file will include the entire gauge array
and a buffer area for additional context. NPOL is assigned as the main platform.
In addition to observations from the Pocomoke gauge
array and a Parsivel disdrometer within the array, data
are available within the column grid from the NASA
NPOL and D3R, as well as the Dover, Delaware, and
Wakefield, Virginia, NEXRAD. Additional WPRF data
exist for this day (i.e., MRR, 2DVDs, and other Parsivels), but only observations located within the column
grid (box in Fig. 2b) are included in the SIMBA output
file. Table 4 lists the inventory of platforms available in
the SIMBA column file over the Pocomoke array for
this event (information in Table 4 is similar to the
SIMBA column file header). The selected ground-based
radar scans have time stamps (start of volume scan) as
near to the time of the GPM Core Observatory overpass
as possible. The NPOL scan nearest to the overpass time
is a PPI/surveillance scan with three elevation angles
(0.78, 1.28, and 1.78). Values in this 2205 UTC column file
are presented as the spatial views in Fig. 3.
Across the 5 km 3 5 km Pocomoke array, NPOL Ze at
500 m AGL ranges from 20 to 35 dBZ, with larger values
generally toward the northeast (Fig. 3). Such a gradient

is also evident in the NPOL-derived rain-rate field
(Fig. 3b), with peak values approaching 10 mm h21 occurring in the northeastern Pocomoke network. While
the rain rates measured by the rain gauges and Parsivel
are overall higher than those derived from NPOL across
the domain (about 8 mm h21 over the entire array), the
minimum values occur to the southern and western
edges of the domain (the two southernmost sites at 6.0
and 5.4 mm h21 and the two westernmost gauges at 6.0
and 7.0 mm h21); however, peak rain rates from the
gauges are located in the south-central portion of the
array (mean near 9.0 mm h21 for the three highestreporting units). MRMS rain rates (yellow contours
every 0.5 mm h21) show an opposite gradient than
NPOL, with about 2 mm h21 in the northeastern portion
of the instrument array and just over 5 mm h21 at the
southwestern edge. These variabilities exist within the
scale of the GPM GMI and DPR observations (about 15
and 5 km, respectively). Over the entire Pocomoke array, GMI GPROF indicates 1.56 mm h21, while the
DPR MS (matched beam scan for DPR’s Ku and Ka
bands) gives 2–5 mm h21 over the majority of the area.
Thus, while both space-based estimates of rain intensity
are less than that observed with the Pocomoke ground
instruments, the DPR MS result compares reasonably
well with the NPOL-derived values. We note that the
agreement of the DPR MS at the subsequent NPOL
volume time is slightly better: for 2211 UTC, the
mean rain rate observed by the Pocomoke gauges and
Parsivel is about 5.6 mm h21 (not shown). The DPR MS
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precipitation rate in Fig. 3 corresponds well to this later
time of surface observation; this may be related to the
time required for raindrops to actually reach the
ground—a similar delay in the best agreement of gauge
versus TRMM precipitation rates over southeast Arizona was noted by Amitai et al. (2012).
Spatial variability in stratiform precipitation, as in this
event, can present challenges for larger-scale precipitation estimation. The SIMBA data fusion framework provides a multisensor data product well suited for
examining these variabilities at the subpixel scale. A
recent SIMBA-based study of precipitation rates at the
WFF main base further examines the 21 May 2015 event
(Pabla et al. 2017).

4. Demonstration of SIMBA for analysis of an
OLYMPEX case
In addition to the difficulties arising from small-scale
spatial variabilities in stratiform rain, our understanding
of precipitation processes in areas of complex terrain
remains quite limited. Over the 2015/16 winter season,
the OLYMPEX field campaign collected data aimed at
supporting GPM GV efforts as well as improving understanding of precipitation evolution in Pacific frontal
systems traversing the coastal to high terrain transition
of the Olympic Mountains and Olympic Peninsula
region (Petersen et al. 2016; Houze et al. 2017). All
observations collected as part of the campaign are
archived at NASA’s Global Hydrology Resource Center
(GHRC; http://ghrc.nsstc.nasa.gov; Petersen et al. 2018).
From a GPM GV perspective, perhaps the best-sampled
OLYMPEX event occurred on 3 December 2015, when a
GPM Core Observatory overpass and exceptionally wellcoordinated airborne observations sampled an evolving
baroclinic system over the domain covered by groundbased instruments. Figures 4 and 5 give an overview of this
case and illustrate the extensive network of field sites, including operational and research ground-based scanning
radars, profiling Doppler radars, sounding launch locations, and various rain gauge and disdrometer installations.
Fortuitously, the geometry of this overpass is such that a
single scan from the DPR (row of pixels with the same
observation time) is in near-perfect alignment with the
2308/508 RHI from the NPOL and D3R (note the NPOL

FIG. 3. Plots from 2205 UTC SIMBA column file for 21 May 2015
WPRF case: (a) NPOL reflectivity at 500 m AGL, (b) NPOL-derived
rain rate (Chen et al. 2017) at 500 m AGL, and (c) DPR Ka-/Ku-matched
beam surface precipitation rate. Panels (b) and (c) use the same color

scale. Crosses (asterisk) locate rain gauges (Parsivel disdrometer) in the
Pocomoke instrument array; annotated with rain-rate values for 2205 in
(b) and (c). Yellow contours in (b) and (c) show MRMS surface rain rate
(0.5 mm h21 interval). GMI GPROF surface precipitation rate across the
entire domain (;15 km pixel size) is 1.56 mm h21.
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FIG. 4. Overview of 3 Dec 2015 OLYMPEX GPM overpass case. (a) Regional view of GPM GMI (red) and DPR
(green) swath lines over NPOL (red cross; 75- and 150-km range rings in blue). (b) Map of 1.58 NPOL reflectivity
near the time of GPM overpass; dashed line shows the 50 azimuth from NPOL (cross); black lines show the paths of
the DPR’s nadir track (thick) and extent of the Ka- and Ku-band scan swaths (thin), and boxes locate the six
SIMBA column grids (20 km 3 20 km boxes).

508 RHI line is perpendicular to the DPR swath lines in
Fig. 4b). For this example, we will consider variations in the
vertical profile along this line, extending up the Quinault
River Valley.
Estimating precipitation in regions of topographic variability remains a significant challenge (e.g., Germann et al.
2006; Vulpiani et al. 2012; Mei et al. 2014), but SIMBA
facilitates combining the various sampling perspectives
obtained during OLYMPEX to investigate such variability.
Figure 6 shows the height of the lowest clutter-free DPR
HS bin for this overpass. The DPR has difficulty seeing
near the surface in the OLYMPEX domain, and in some
locations the lowest clutter-free bin of the DPR is actually
above the freezing level, as we will demonstrate below. The
508 azimuth NPOL RHI scan (Fig. 7) illustrates some of the
complex vertical structure during the prefrontal phase of
the 3 December event, near the time of the GPM overpass.
Between NPOL and the foot of the mountains, a clear
bright band and vertically slanted regions of enhanced Ze
and differential reflectivity (Zdr) below are evident.
Approaching and over the terrain, the radial velocity
maximum is shifted upward, showing the impact of the
terrain barrier on the flow. Near this upward shift, an enhancement in Ze occurs aloft (about 4.5–5 km), and there is
also a modest Kdp enhancement. There is evidence of a
secondary Zdr peak above the bright band, near 5–6-km
height extending from 20- to 60-km range from NPOL
(Fig. 7c). This horizontally aligned feature occurs in several
OLYMPEX events and has been previously noted in
Pacific frontal systems over terrain (Kingsmill et al. 2006;

Medina et al. 2007)—it is likely a manifestation of
dendritic growth of horizontally oriented (hence, elevated Zdr values) ice crystals (e.g., Kennedy and
Rutledge 2011; Andrić et al. 2013; Kumjian et al. 2014a).
A sounding launched from NPOL at 1516 UTC
indicates temperatures of 2158 to 2208C at about
5.2–5.9 km, supporting this habit type in the vicinity of
the secondary Zdr peak. A third interesting feature in Zdr
is the vertical structure with values $ 2.0 dB, appearing to
connect the two horizontal layers (bright band and secondary peak aloft) at a range of about 60 km from NPOL.
At the base of this feature, Kdp is maximized to 0.68 km21,
suggesting a possible enhancement of liquid water content below, though this location is near the melting layer,
which means it is possible for wet aggregates to be generating positive backscatter differential phase (e.g.,
Tromel et al. 2013). This vertical Zdr feature is fairly
transient; temporally, it does not appear in consecutive
RHI volumes, and spatially it is evident only at adjacent
azimuths for two to three scans (RHIs separated by 28).
With 20 min between NPOL RHIs over this area, it is
difficult to estimate the lifetime of this feature. Its vertical
structure is reminiscent of Zdr columns observed in continental deep convective storms [e.g., Kumjian et al.
(2014b), who found Zdr columns can develop, mature,
and dissipate on a time scale of 10–20 min and extend up
to 3 km above the freezing level], but the 3 December
OLYMPEX event is very different dynamically (generally isolated deep convection vs widespread prefrontal
precipitation with extensive stratiform rain). Keeping in
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FIG. 5. Google Earth background image of the Olympic Peninsula annotated with locations
of various OLYMPEX field campaign observation sites. Note for scale: the baseline from the
NPOL/D3R site (yellow) to the DOW site (violet) is about 35 km.

mind the roughly 5-km horizontal resolution of the DPR,
and comparing the detailed structure seen from NPOL in
Fig. 7 with the lowest clutter-free bin heights (Fig. 6), it is
clear that many complexities are unobservable from the
DPR. By applying SIMBA along this line, we can view
the space-based observations in the same context as
the more detailed, ground-based field campaign data
to evaluate how well the precipitation structure is
represented in the DPR data.
Table 5 provides an inventory of data available in the
SIMBA column files generated for each of six sites along
the NPOL 2308/508 azimuth (information in Table 5 is
similar to the SIMBA column file headers). All column
grids are 20 km 3 20 km 3 6 km with 500-m spacing and
use NPOL as the main platform. To approximate the
spatial resolution of the DPR, a 5 km 3 5 km area at the
center of each column grid is used to obtain mean values
at each vertical level. As in the previous case, a larger
horizontal extent is used so the columns can include a
representation of context for the 5 km 3 5 km focus

area. Figure 8 presents profile comparisons from each
column site, with each row of panels generated from a
single SIMBA column file, corresponding to locations
progressively farther inland up the valley. For the Midpoint (so named because it is midway between NPOL
and Amanda Park, Washington) and Amanda Park sites,
the MRR units are located beyond the 5 km 3 5 km averaging area, but as they are well within the 20 km 3 20 km
column grid, the values are shown.
For sites with negligible terrain variation, Ze profiles
(left panels in Fig. 8) compare reasonably well, and the
DPR surface Ze estimates are remarkably similar to
disdrometer-derived reflectivities. Farther into the valley,
however, where the terrain is more complex, Ze profiles are
expectedly more varied, and the DPR is more limited in
height, unable to see at or below the freezing level for the
highest elevation column site (Upper East Fork). Middle
panels show profiles of rain rates derived using three algorithms (RR: Chen et al. 2017; RP: Bringi et al. 2004; RC:
Cifelli et al. 2002). Again, sites at lower elevation and less
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FIG. 6. Map of DPR HS lowest clutter-free bin heights for the overpass.

complex terrain show generally less variability in these
profiles, particularly for the Chen et al. (2017) algorithm.
Space-based surface precipitation rate estimates are within
about 3 mm h21 of the MRMS and ground instrumentation

mean values at sites from the Ocean up to Amanda Park.
The terrain complexity increases for the Grave’s Creek and
Upper East Fork sites, and at these locations the precipitation rates vary more and there is a larger discrepancy

FIG. 7. The 3 Dec 2015 OLYMPEX 1532 UTC NPOL RHI at 508 azimuth: (a) reflectivity, (b) velocity, (c) differential
reflectivity, and (d) specific differential phase. Markers locate five of the SIMBA column grid sites: N: NPOL, MP: Midpoint, AP: Amanda Park (also approximately the DOW location), GC: Grave’s Creek, and UEF: Upper East Fork.
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TABLE 5. Platforms available in SIMBA atmospheric column products for the 3 Dec 2015 OLYMPEX case. The locations of each
column product in this list are shown in Fig. 5c. Elevations of the center point for each column grid are noted in parentheses. For the GMI
and DPR, M (C) indicates the time stamp of the pixel containing the main platform (column grid center location). In this case, these are
the same because of the nearly perfect alignment of the space-based scans with the ground-based radar RHIs. The plots in each row of
Fig. 7 are generated from only one atmospheric column file.
3 Dec 2015 OLYMPEX 1520 SIMBA column file—Ocean (0 m)
Centered on: Ocean, 20 km southwest of NPOL
Total extent, spacing: 20 km 3 20 km 3 6 km, 500 m

Platform

Location

Time stamp

Offset relative to main
platform (NPOL) time
stamp (s)

NPOL
D3R
KLGX
GMI

Near mouth of the Quinault
River
Langley Hill, WA
GPM Core Observatory

DPR

GPM Core Observatory

MRMS

CONUS

152015
151145
152111
152222 (M)
152222 (C)
152332 (M)
152332 (C)
152400

0
2512
56
127
127
197
197
225

Description
2108–2668 azimuth RHI
2218–3278 azimuth RHI
VCP 11 PPI scan
V05A, L1C, and L2AGPROF
V05A, L2ADPR
0.018 3 0.018 gridded

3 Dec 2015 OLYMPEX 1532 SIMBA column file—NPOL (157 m)
Centered on: NPOL
Total extent, spacing: 20 km 3 20 km 3 6 km, 500 m

Platform

Location

Time stamp

Offset relative to main
platform (NPOL) time
stamp (s)

NPOL
D3R
KLGX
Parsivel
Rain gauge
GMI

Near mouth of the Quinault
River
Langley Hill, WA
Wallace, Orchard
Wallace, Orchard
GPM Core Observatory

DPR

GPM Core Observatory

MRMS
Sounding

CONUS
Launched at NPOL

153223
152449
153232
1532
1532
152222 (M)
152222 (C)
152332 (M)
152332 (C)
152400
1516

0
2454
9
0a
0a
2601
2601
2531
2531
2503
2983

Description
308–608 azimuth RHI
308–608 azimuth RHI
VCP 11 PPI scan
2 units
2 pairs of tipping units
V05A, L1C, and L2AGPROF
V05A, L2ADPR
0.018 3 0.018 gridded
Vaisala RS92 sonde

3 Dec 2015 OLYMPEX 1532 SIMBA column file—Midpoint (40 m)
Centered on: Midpoint of NPOL and Amanda Park (16 km northeast of NPOL)
Total extent, spacing: 20 km 3 20 km 3 6 km, 500 m

Platform

Location

Time stamp

Offset relative to main
platform (NPOL) time
stamp (s)

NPOL
D3R
KLGX
Parsivel
2DVD
Rain Gauge
MRR
GMI

Near mouth of the Quinault
River
Langley Hill, WA
Fishery
Fishery
Fishery
Fishery
GPM Core Observatory

DPR

GPM Core Observatory

MRMS

CONUS

153223
152449
153232
1532
1532
1532
1532
152222 (M)
152222 (C)
152332 (M)
152332 (C)
152400

0
2454
9
0a
0a
0a
0a
2601
2601
2531
2531
2503

Description
308–608 azimuth RHI
308–608 azimuth RHI
VCP 11 PPI scan
1 unit
1 unit
1 pair of tipping units
1 unit
V05A, L1C, and L2AGPROF
V05A, L2ADPR
0.018 3 0.018 gridded
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TABLE 5. (Continued)

3 Dec 2015 OLYMPEX 1532 SIMBA column file—Amanda Park (63 m)
Centered on: Amanda Park (32 km northeast of NPOL)
Total extent, spacing: 20 km 3 20 km 3 6 km, 500 m

Platform
NPOL
D3R
DOW
KLGX
Parsivel

Location

Time stamp

MRR
GMI

Near mouth of the Quinault
River
Amanda Park, WA
Langley Hill, WA
Prairie Creek, Norwood,
Amanda Park, Neilton,
Bishop
Amanda Park, Neilton,
Bishop
Prairie Creek, Norwood,
Amanda Park, Neilton,
Bishop
Neilton, Bishop
GPM Core Observatory

DPR

GPM Core Observatory

MRMS

CONUS

2DVD
Rain gauge

153223
152449
153445
153232
1532

Offset relative to main
platform (NPOL) time
stamp (s)
0
2454
142
9
0a

Description
308–608 azimuth RHI
308–608 azimuth RHI
508–728 azimuth RHI
VCP 11 PPI scan
5 units

1532

0a

3 units

1532

0a

5 pairs of tipping units, 1 Pluvio
unit

1532
152222 (M)
152222 (C)
152332 (M)
152332 (C)
152400

0a
2601
2601
2531
2531
2503

2 units
V05A, L1C, and L2AGPROF
V05A, L2ADPR
0.018 3 0.018 gridded

3 Dec 2015 OLYMPEX 1532 SIMBA column file—Grave’s Creek (358 m)
Centered on: near Grave’s Creek (55 km northeast of NPOL)
Total extent, spacing: 20 km 3 20 km 3 6 km, 500 m

Platform

Location

Time stamp

Offset relative to main
platform (NPOL) time
stamp (s)

NPOL
DOW
KLGX
Parsivel
GMI

Quinault River mouth
Amanda Park, WA
Langley Hill, WA
Bunch, Grave’s Creek
GPM Core Observatory

DPR

GPM Core Observatory

MRMS

CONUS

153223
153445
153232
1532
152222 (M)
152222 (C)
152332 (M)
152332 (C)
152400

0
142
9
0a
2601
2601
2531
2531
2503

Description
308–608 azimuth RHI
508–728 azimuth RHI
VCP 11 PPI scan
2 units
V05A, L1C and L2AGPROF
V05A, L2ADPR
0.018 3 0.018 gridded

3 Dec 2015 OLYMPEX 1532 SIMBA column file—Upper East Fork (1120 m)
Centered on: Upper East Fork of Quinault River (75 km NE of NPOL)
Total extent, spacing: 20 km 3 20 km 3 6 km, 500 m

Platform

Location

Time stamp

Offset relative to main
platform (NPOL) time
stamp (s)

NPOL
DOW
KLGX
Rain gauge
GMI

Quinault River mouth
Amanda Park, WA
Langley Hill, WA
Enchanted Valley
GPM Core Observatory

DPR

GPM Core Observatory

MRMS

CONUS

153223
153445
153232
1532
152222 (M)
152222 (C)
152332 (M)
152332 (C)
152400

0
142
9
0a
2601
2601
2531
2531
2503

a

Description
308–608 azimuth RHI
508–728 azimuth RHI
VCP 11 PPI scan
1 Pluvio unit
V05A, L1C, and L2AGPROF
V05A, L2ADPR
0.018 3 0.018 gridded

Input data are at 1-min intervals.
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between the space- and ground-based values, perhaps
largely owing to the fact that the lowest clutter-free bin of
DPR observations is progressively higher in height over
these areas.
Derived profiles of DM (right panels in Fig. 8) from the
DPR show very little change with height compared to
the DM profiles obtained from ground-based radars. The
space-based DM values do not capture the variations in
DM behavior below the melting level. At the first four
sites (top four rows of Fig. 8), DM from the S-band ground
radars exhibit similar vertical patterns—a local maximum
just below the melting level, followed by a decrease as
large, newly melted drops undergo breakup (and also
perhaps as snow crystals melt to small drops), then an
increase in DM as drops fall toward the ground and presumably grow by collision and coalescence. At the other
two sites farther up the valley and in more complex terrain, however, DM appears to behave differently below
the 08C level. At the Grave’s Creek and Upper East Fork
sites, the DM profile exhibits a steady decrease below the
melting layer, and with the exception of KLGX (Langley
Hill, Washington)’s limited coverage at Upper East Fork,
there is no indication of drop growth toward the ground.
In the 3 December overpass case, the prevailing flow over
the study region has a strong southerly component, in
large contrast to the terrain-normal flow (with a stronger westerly component) observed in several other
OLYMPEX cases (Houze et al. 2017). For one of those
events, 17 November 2015, Gatlin et al. (2017) show that
in terrain-normal flow conditions, drops reaching the
ground are characteristically larger at higher elevations.
Additionally, Zagrodnik et al. (2018) demonstrate multiscale variability of precipitation regimes within the
OLYMPEX storms and detail how subsynoptic storm
structure appears to affect the number of larger drops
observed in another case study with terrain-normal flow
(12–13 November 2015). Taken together, these findings
highlight the need for continued work to understand
precipitation processes in complex topography. The
SIMBA data fusion tool can serve as an efficient starting
point for such investigations.

5. Summary and ongoing efforts
This paper documents the recent development of the
System for Integrating Multiplatform Data to Build the
Atmospheric Column (SIMBA) precipitation observation fusion framework and provides two example
applications. SIMBA combines spatially coincident
observations from both satellite and ground-based
platforms (Table 1) onto a common 3D Cartesian grid
and writes this information into a single netCDF format
atmospheric column data file. Pertinent instrument
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specifications and operation parameters, such as microwave frequency, exact ground site location, and algorithm version, are obtained from original data files
and preserved as attributes in SIMBA output (Table 2).
The SIMBA framework consists of platform-specific
modules and additional components that work together to interpolate, locate, and/or resample concomitant measurements to the user-defined column grid and
produce a value-added product that summarizes the atmospheric column. Though it relies on the commercially
available IDL, SIMBA is a freely available packaged
library of code available from NASA (https://gpm-gv.
gsfc.nasa.gov/SIMBA). The NASA GHRC Distributed
Active Archive Center (DAAC) is working to archive
pregenerated SIMBA atmospheric column data product
files for select GPM field campaign events (H. Conover
and D. Smith 2018, personal communication), and we
note that a future conversion of SIMBA to a more open
environment (i.e., Python) is being considered.
SIMBA streamlines several often tedious first steps in
precipitation research. It is common practice among
researchers in the radar, satellite, and precipitation science communities to develop their own (or use team/
group specific) programs suited to handling various data
platforms, formats, and coordinate systems. This results
in multiple scientists using separate codes (or worse,
spending time to independently ‘‘reinvent the wheel’’)
to perform very similar or identical jobs required for
initial research tasks. Key benefits of the SIMBA data
fusion framework will be more efficient precipitation
research and promotion of result reproducibility without
requiring scientists to individually perform similar tasks
in their own separate code. SIMBA provides a unified
framework for these initial tasks and gives precipitation
researchers a convenient starting point for multiplatform
investigations.
Two GPM Core Observatory satellite overpass examples were shown to demonstrate the initial utility of
SIMBA. For 21 May 2015, a SIMBA atmospheric column
file over a network of rain gauges during a stratiform event
over the eastern shore of Virginia and Maryland demonstrated the utility of the framework as a tool for evaluating
variability at the subpixel scale to assess the performance
of algorithms used with the spaceborne measurements.
Ground-based and GPM satellite observations from the
3 December 2015 GPM GV OLYMPEX field campaign
case illustrate some of the challenges inherent to estimating
precipitation from space, especially in regions of complex
topography. Applying SIMBA to this OLYMPEX event
shows its potential as a tool for facilitating efficient precipitation process studies.
Ongoing work to improve SIMBA is focused on
supporting additional platforms and data products, and
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FIG. 8. Mean profiles from various platforms for each column site (labels to right) in the 3 Dec 2015 OLYMPEX case. Each profile line color
corresponds to the platforms indicated in the legends. All profiles, except the MRRs, are 5 km 3 5 km means at each vertical level. For the
Midpoint and Amanda Park sites, although the MRR units were located beyond this averaging area, they are located in the 20 km 3 20 km
column box and have been included (asterisk in legends). Filled symbols show the 5 km 3 5 km mean surface values; open symbols indicate the
means from ground instruments located within the column box but beyond the 5 km 3 5 km averaging area. ‘‘APU’’ indicates Parsivel disdrometers, and ‘‘Rayleigh’’ in the reflectivity panels indicates the reflectivity computed from the Parsivel observed DSD assuming Rayleigh
scattering. Horizontal black line in each panel indicates the 08C level. Because of the ranges of values, legends are not shown in the panels for the
Grave’s Creek precipitation rate and Upper East Fork reflectivity; note that these follow the same plotting convention as other panels.

making the system and the generated atmospheric column
product more accessible to the precipitation research
community. As changes are implemented, the SIMBA
website (https://gpm-gv.gsfc.nasa.gov/SIMBA) will provide
the most current version. Continuing updates to the system
include adding support for L2B combined GMI and DPR
precipitation estimates, L1C intercalibrated brightness
temperatures, and L2 GPROF retrievals from GPM constellation partner sensors; additional ground-based scanning
radars (e.g., NEXRAD not currently included in the
GPM GV VN); refinements to the current modules (e.g.,
adjusting ground-based radar observations to a common
reference frequency, incorporating a user-specified time

interval of surface point observations, accounting for horizontal advection as radiosondes ascend, a more sophisticated spatial interpolation and/or weighting technique to
obtain MRMS values for the column grid consistent with
any user-specified horizontal spacing); and handling of
measurements collected in situ and by remote sensing airborne platforms. Effort toward the latter may include a
similar approach as that used by the open-source Airborne
Weather Observations Toolkit (S. Nesbitt 2017, personal
communication). In parallel to refinements to the SIMBA
system itself, an ongoing effort at WPRF is developing a set
of open-source (Python based) tools to promote usability of
SIMBA’s atmospheric column data product.
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FIG. 8. (Continued)

SIMBA is flexible enough that users may also create
their own modules for other platforms, provided the
data structure format in the existing modules and column file writing procedure are followed (the framework
includes documentation files, written as the system was
developed, that detail each SIMBA component and
module, as well as the data structures used in generating
the new column file). Additionally, a new project in
collaboration with the NASA Global Hydrology Resource Center Distributed Active Archive Center and
the University of Alabama in Huntsville aimed at improving data exploration, access, and initial analysis
capability for satellite-, aircraft-, and ground-based observations is poised to use SIMBA atmospheric column
products as one of several input datasets (Conover et al.
2017). All of these ongoing efforts will allow SIMBA to
evolve into a more robust tool over time, facilitating
more efficient science.
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